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EFTPOS 
is not a 

Greek 
Island

Negotiating multi-million dollar computer con
tracts, springing to the defence of a software 
developer claiming a breach of his intellectual 
property rights, microscopically examining the 
the finer points of an integrated circuit layout de
sign, or even searching some distant database 
on some difficult question of law are unlikely to 
be every day occurrences even to the most 
committed oomputer law specialised.

“Interfacing” with a computer teller and, in
creasingly, an EFTPOS terminal in a non-bank 
location, even several times in the one day may 
soon be common to all but the humblest member 
of society.

Is all this “A Good Thing?". These pages pro
vide a forum for those who have reservations.

The first contribution is from the report to 
the Prime Minister by the Technological 
Change Committee of the Australian Science 
and Technology Council.

The second is a summary of at tak given by 
Ms Virginia Chadwick, NSW shadow minister 
for Consumer Affairs and Mr Chris Riley from 
AUSTNET at a recent meeting of the Society.

mmmm t is an abbreviation for electron
ic funds transfers at the point of sale and 
is one way of paying electronically for 
goods we buy.

EFTPOS means we pay by plastic 
card instead of cash or cheque. The pay
ment is an instant debit from our bank 
account.

EFTPOS cards can also be used to 
draw money from automatic teller ma
chines. This system of payment is a de
velopment following from the older, 
credit cards.

Use of plastic cards is growing. Al
most everyone with a bank account is en
titled to a plastic card to draw money 
from it - even children.

At present the new debit cards follow 
cash, credit cards and cheques in populari
ty. Trends point to more use of plastic 
cards, both credit and debit, and less of 
other forms of payment.

The advantages are fairly clear. Banks 
and retailers can save money as EFTPOS 
and other electronic payments cost less to 
process than cash, cheques or credit cards 
which require paper records.

These savings could be passed on to 
consumers. Instant payments also mean 
banks and retailers have more money to 
invest, as it is not tied up in cash regis
ters waiting to be used.

Electronic payments allow faster ser
vice and more convenience as well as ex
tended services to customers: withdraw
ing cash in the local supermarket instead 
of making a separate trip to the bank; 
drawing money from automatic teller ma
chines at night or during weekends; shop
ping or banking from home.

Very soon, many debit cards will be 
combined with credit facilities. The one 
card will handle any kind of payment or 
money transfer we wish to make.

This would appear to simplify our 
lives a great deal, so where are the disad
vantages?

As EFTPOS is still in its early 
stages, they are not obvious; but they ex
ist. The very fact we pay electronically, 
rather than by handing over cash or 
cheques, means many of us are likely to 
have some difficulties, at least for a time, 
in managing money which has become 
invisible.

It becomes too easy to spend. Plastic 
cards appear to be causing new or in

creased difficulties for families in manag
ing their budgets.

There are also concerns plastic money 
may not suit everyone; for example, 
those who are physically or mentally 
handicapped may find it much more diffi
cult to use than cash.

ASTEC recommends the situation in 
families and households be examined to 
find the extent of these problems and to 
suggest what measures should be taken to 
alleviate them.

Debit cards require new contracts be
tween financial institutions (banks, build
ing societies and credit unions) and card
holders.

ASTEC found these contracts, referred 
to as the terms and conditions of use, 
were less favourable to customers than 
the older contracts between banks and 
cheque-users. a

For example, personal liability fo® 
loss of money from bank accounts was 
greater and could be unlimited if a card 
were lost or stolen and used to make an 
unauthorised withdrawal.

Banks also claimed the right to make 
sudden changes in their terms and condi
tions of use. Numbers of people have 
been dissatisfied with the procedures 
banks use for settling disputes or errors.

Voluntary improvements in these are
as and others have been recommended by 
a government working group. However, 
for such a system to succeed, the results 
must be checked in some way.

ASTEC therefore recommends 
strengthening the voluntary actions by 
banks in three ways: setting minimum 
standards for contracts and for information 
supplied to card-holders; introducing a re* 
porting system that monitors banks’ per
formance in meeting these standards and 
publicising performance.

EFTPOS is also able to store infor
mation about purchases. This raises ques
tions about the confidentiality of such 
personal information.

ASTEC is convinced, once it is pro
fitable to do so, retailers and, to a more 
limited degree banks, will use this infor
mation to identify individual buying pat
terns.

These customer profiles can direct ad
vertising more precisely and save costs.

Such practices, however, conflict with 
international guidelines on the protection 
of personal information.

Although Australia has accepted these 
in principle, there is little control at 
present over private sector use of such in
formation. ASTEC therefore recommends
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increased safeguards for personal informa
tion held in private sector databases.

If one card could make all payments 
and EFTPOS were universal, govern
ments could employ the information gen
erated to match individual income against 
expenditure.

Used in parallel with a system such as 
the proposed Australia card, there would 
be every opportunity for unobtrusive sur
veillance of citizens, unless there were 
stricter controls over the collection and 
use of such information.

The introduction of EFTPOS into re
tailing and banking, both of which are 
highly competitive industries, raises quer
ies over the adequacy of consultation 
about the change.

ASTEC recommends further education 
for managers and union officials in infor- 

ation-sharing to encourage improved 
onsultation practices.

Both industries employ large numbers 
of people who could be affected by the in
creasing automation of work which EFT
POS illustrates so vividly.

ASTEC also recommends the amount 
of work available in the banking and re
tail industries, and the trend to part-time 
and casual work, be studied to identify ef
fects on individuals, households and the 
economy.

Customers using EFTPOS are now 
able to draw money from their accounts at 
a supermarket checkout. Such services, 
that are physically separate from banks, 
are likely to spread. Is a checkout operator 
also a bank teller in these circumstances? 

Increased difficulty in differentiating 
tween retailing and banking work could 

ause union demarcation problems, and 
suggests industrial relations issues that 
may need to be resolved.

EFTPOS will eventually affect us all 
if its growth continues. Yet few of us 
have had an opportunity to say whether it 
is a service we really want.

This suggests that better mechanisms 
for public awareness and consultation are 
needed

The report gives examples of the ad
vantages and disadvantages that consu
mers should weigh up.

ASTEC’s intention in providing de
tails of the disadvantages is not to be 
alarmist. It is instead to highlight the 
problems with electronic funds transfers 
that ca|i be dealt with now before they 
grow too large.

This may allow the development of 
systems of payment that are better suited 
to consumers’ needs.

“Who steals my PIN number"

How secure is the PIN system?

Is it safe to put your money in the au
tomatic bank teller machine? When will 
you be able to use one card for any trans
action?

These were some of the issues can
vassed at a recent meeting of the NSW 
Society for Computers and the Law.

In January 1986, a draft code of prac
tice was sent by the NSW and Victorian 
Governments to financial institutions and 
consumer groups for their comments. 
The Commonwealth, too, is looking at 
ways to regulate the electronic transfer of 
funds.

Virginia Chadwick, MLC, wearing 
her hat as shadow minister for Consumer 
Affairs, told the Society both the NSW 
and Victorian draft guidelines differ in 
several areas from the Commonwealth 
draft. She expressed concern that such dif
ferences would lead away from the goal of 
uniformity of government policy on elec
tronic funds transfer (EFT).

Ms Chadwick saw some points of 
contention in the NSW draft guidelines. 
Her major concerns were with ensuring 
the security of EFT and preventing irre
sponsible use of the cards themselves. 
For example, Section 4.1 of the guide
lines lists seven points of information for 
inclusion on the receipts issued at teller 
machines. These are:

1. the amount of the transfer. Where 
the amount includes both an amount pay
able for goods or services and a cash ad
vance, those amounts and the total 
amount shall be disclosed separately;

2. the date and, where possible, the 
time of transfer;

3. the kind of transfer, e.g. “deposit 
to savings”, “transfer from savings to 
cheque account”. Codes may be used only 
if explained on the receipt;

4. the codes identify the customer 
and the account being used;

5. the location of the terminal used 
by the customer, together with its identi
fying code;

6. the name of any third party to 
whom funds will be transferred; ands

7. the account balance.
In Ms Chadwick’s view, this is an ex

cessive amount of information to be 
printed on the receipts, as security of the 
consumer’s account could be breached.

An unscrupulous person could obtain

a receipt at the terminal and use that in
formation for a dishonest purpose. She 
noted the Commonwealth report found 
that consumer groups were satisfied with 
the amount of information already pro
vided on receipts.

Ms Chadwick believes voluntary reg
ulation is preferable to a legislative solu
tion.

Half of all EFT fraud involving teller 
machines happens in New York City, 
said Mr. Chris Riley from AUSTNET. 
He said the weakest point in the security 
of electronic transfers is the identification 
of cardholders by means of the personal 
identification number (PIN) and the card 
itself.

He was “amazed” that all the informa
tion necessary to produce a fake card is 
printed on all receipts.

Mr. Riley believes a partial solution 
to the problem of security is the use of 
message authentication codes. These are a 
secondary check of the identity of the us
er inside the teller machine.

Message codes provide proof the user 
had the key and also “prove within a 
probability which should be accepted by 
a court” that data has not been changed. 
Such message codes work unless a poten
tial thief has the key.

Security is a problem which affects 
all kinds of electronic transfer of funds. 
Thieves have already stolen entire auto
matic teller machines. It is only a matter 
of time before someone steals the PIN 
pad used in shops to deduct money from 
accounts automatically.

Both teller machines and PIN pads 
contain the information necessary to ac
cess people’s accounts.

Mr. Riley questioned the wisdom of 
relying on regulations to control the pro
liferation of different EFT systems and 
their possible abuse. In his opinion, be
cause EFT is a technological system, po
litical and bureaucratic supervision is in
appropriate.

As an example, he cited the sugges
tion contained in the NSW draft guide
lines that customers be allowed to choose 
their own PINs.

While it is easier for the customer to 
remember, the customer is likely to 
choose something obvious, like a birth- 
date, unless prevented.




